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Abstract 
Program extraction is a well known technique for developing correct functional programs 
from a constructive proof of their specification. This paper shows how to deal with exceptions 
in such a framework. We propose a modular (and impredicative) formalization in the calculus 
of constructions and we illustrate the technique on three examples. 
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1. Introduction 
In both the imperative and the functional world, control-flow escape mechanisms - 
typically goto statements and exceptions - are problematic from a verification point of 
view. The problem is perhaps more important in functional programming: during the 
design of ML, which was originally the tactics language of LCF, exceptions were con- 
sidered as an essential feature. Nowadays, ML is used as a general purpose language, 
and it is current practice to use exceptions: not only in exceptional situations, and not 
only for efficiency reasons. 
We want to show how an existing framework basically devoted to the construction 
of purely functional programs, namely program extraction in the calculus of inductive 
constructions, can handle exceptions in a modular way. By modular we mean that: 
(i) Only the parts of a program affected by exceptions need special treatment. 
(ii) A component that may raise exceptions can be used without change in different 
environments. 
Our solution is based on a continuation passing style (CPS) translation as in [3], 
but uses impredicative types in order to decrease the complexity of the translation 
while keeping modularity (a detailed discussion of this point is beyond the scope of 
this paper). The low level details of this translation are hidden in a small number of 
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primitives. Readers acquainted with the monadic style of programming [21] will not 
be surprised to recognize a monad in these primitives. 
The technique is illustrated on three examples. The first two are very simple and 
allow us to present the basics. The third one is an adaptation of a bigger algorithm 
independently developed in Coq by J. Rouyer [20], namely first order unification. Only 
small changes were needed in order to get a more efficient program from the original 
one. 
The basic solution presented here is slightly more general than the previous one 
in [15], in order to make the treatment of Example 1 possible. On the other hand, this 
paper concentrates on the case of a single exception carrying no value. The extension 
to the general case presented in [15] can be transposed without difficulty. 
Note that, in the framework of conventional imperative programming, escape mech- 
anisms are often considered as an optimization trick, whereas researchers have concen- 
trated their efforts on block based control structures, with one input and one output. 
Typically, exceptions are extraneous to program calculation [7] and specification re- 
finement [l, 141. 
1.1. Functional programming and formal specijcations 
Strongly typed functional programming has for a long time been advocated as a good 
framework for developing programs easy to reason about. Pure functional programs are 
mathematical expressions representing values which can be manipulated as easily as 
ordinary mathematical expressions. In particular, the result of a computation does not 
depend on the order of evaluation of subexpressions. Hence the tenet: 
specification = program 
Clearly, the straightforward recursive definition of factorial is as good as any other 
mathematical definition of this function. However, most of us would not be inclined 
to admit the tail recursive definition of factorial as its specification, though it is still a 
functional program. Things get quickly worse with slightly more complex problems like 
sorting. A good specification states that the result should be an ordered permutation, 
and takes the form of a very convincing and very inefficient function. Note that, the 
nice mathematical properties of functional languages make possible the transformation 
of an inefficient program into an efficient one using algebraic manipulations (see for 
instance the Bird-Meertens formalism). 
There is another way of developing correct functional programs, program extrac- 
tion [l 1, 171: one tries to build a constructive proof of a specification Vx. P(X) --+ 
3~. Q(x,v), where x is the input, y the output, P the precondition and Q the relation 
between input and output. Such a proof can be considered a functional program through 
a correspondence studied by Curry, Howard, Martin-LGf and others (see e.g. [9]): 
formula = type, 
proof = program. 
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function leavemult (t : tree) : nat = 
letrec mulrec(t : tree) : nat = 
match t with 
leaf(n) + if n=O then raise nul else iz 
) node(tl ,t2) -+ (mulrec tl) x (mulrec t2) 
in try mulrec t with nul + 0 
Fig. 0. Simple example 0 
For example, a proof of A --f B gives a proof of B from any proof of A, and then 
can be considered as a function from A to B: hence + denotes implication as well 
as the function space constructor. More generally, a formula A is considered as a type 
corresponding to the set of the proofs of A. Using a suitable realizability interpretation, 
it is also possible to remove irrelevant (from an algorithmic point of view) parts of the 
proof. A general result of the related meta-theory ensures that the extracted program f 
satisfies its specification, i.e. Vx P(x) + Q(x, f(x)). Such a mechanism is implemented 
in Coq, a general proof assistant devoted to the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [6]. 
In this framework, one simultaneously develops a program with its proof. Here are 
the main steps: 
(i) State the specification, a logical formula, as a goal to be proved. 
(ii) Prove it, typically by induction on one or several variables. 
(iii) Ask the system to extract the algorithmic content of the proof. 
Note that only step (ii) has an effect upon efficiency of the extracted program f. In 
order to make the specification as clear as possible, one is free to use any function, 
including inefficient ones. For instance Q(x,v) may have the shape y = g(x), making 
program g a specification of f. 
1.2. Introducing exceptions 
In practice “impure” features like exceptions (also state and input/output, but they 
are not considered in this paper) prove very useful. Let us consider the computation of 
the product of the leaves of a binary tree. We know that the result must be zero as soon 
as a zero leaf is met. The natural way of expressing this is to raise an exception caught 
by the calling function (see Fig. 0). Attempts to simulate this behaviour in a purely 
hnctional setting are possible but lead the programmer to error-prone manipulation of 
additional parameters. 
In order to extend the formulae-as-types setting to exceptions, we need to understand 
their type as well as their logical meaning. Unfortunately, just typing an expression 
raising an exception is not a trivial matter, and a language like ML assigns an inde- 
terminate type to raise v, which can occur in an expression of any type ’ . The only 
’ As a consequence, the type of mulrec in example 0 forgets the fact that exception nul could be raised, 
though it should be considered as a possible “result” of mulrec. 
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constraint is that El and E2 must have the same type in try El with (pattern) -f E2. The 
problem has already been studied for more general control operators such as Callcc 
in the early 90’s [lo, 161. There are deep connections with constructive interpretations 
of classical logic [9,8, 121 but we will follow a somewhat different path here. 
Let us just remark that there is no hope of introducing exceptions without breaking 
the original simplicity of functional programming for a simple reason: the result of 
such computations is sensitive to the order of evaluation. For instance, the following 
expression returns (1,l) if the pair is computed from left to right and (2,2) in the 
other case: 
try (raise exe(l), raise exe(2)) with exe(n) + (n,n). 
The general trick is then to translate the types and their associated functions into 
more complicated types and functions, in a way that takes into account some evaluation 
order. Such a translation can be extended to exceptions. 
1.3. The rdk of continuations 
The notation {x:A 1 (P x)} is used for a type inhabited by ordered pairs (x,p), where 
p is a proof of (P x). During program extraction, p is removed and this type becomes 
just A. The specification Kx:S, P(x) -+ 3y:T. Q(x,y) given above can be restated as 
{x:S 1 (Px)} --f {y:T ( (Qxy)}, which becomes S -+ T at extraction time. 
Casteran remarked about example 0 that stating a goal of the right form very naturally 
leads the user to an algorithm in continuation passing style [3]. More specifically, 
instead of proving the goal tit:tree. RESU(t) by induction on t, where RESU(t) = 
{n:nat 1 (Prod t n)} d h an w ere Prod is the obvious predicate - this is called direct 
style - he considered a goal equivalent to: 
Vt’,t:tree. (RESU(t’) + RESU(t)) + RESU(t). 
Intuitively, the idea is to search an object r of type RESU(t’) and to apply a function 
k of type RESU(t’) --f RESU(t) to r in order to get the final result. The function k 
is called a continuation. We will see how to hide continuations thanks to a suitable 
generalization of the remark of Cast&an. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a very quick and in- 
formal introduction to the calculus of constructions with inductive definitions, as used 
in the Coq system. Section 3 introduces general definitions enabling the development 
of programs with exceptions. Section 4 illustrates their use on some examples, which 
have been completely and mechanically verified. 
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2. General framework and notations 
2.1. The calculus of constructions 
The Calculus of Constructions is a typed R-calculus. Objects of the first level are 
constants like 0 or the successor function. They inhabit objects of the second level, 
which are propositions seen as set of proofs, themselves of type Prop. Typed abstraction 
is denoted by ix“. B or ix:A. B. Application is denoted by juxtaposition fa or (f a). 
Products are denoted by ‘dx:A. B; when B does not depend on A, the simpler notation 
A --+ B is generally used. Application associates to the left and arrow to the right. The 
reader is referred to [4,2] for a detailed presentation. 
Examples. Logical operations such as v are of type Prop --) Prop + Prop. Predicates 
on natural numbers, are objects of type nat --) Prop. The type of iterators can be 
represented in system F style by 
iter = VXProp. X + (X + X) --) X 
Inhabitants of iter are polymorphic higher order functions which, given a type X, a 
object x of X and a function f from X to X, return f”(x) for some integer n. For 
instance for n = 2 we have 
it2 = 3XProp. M. I,fX’X. f(fx). 
The type iter is itself of type Prop, hence iterators may be applied to iterators. Church 
used a similar encoding for natural numbers. 
For program extraction purposes, Coq in fact distinguishes two sorts of props: Prop 
(properties) and Set (real objects). Only data and functions of sort Set are kept by 
program extraction. Objects of sort Prop handle logical information on data and tint- 
tions, which is useful for reasoning during program construction, but useless at run 
time. This feature is used below, in order to capture the piece of information carried 
by an exception with no additional cost at run time. 
Data structures like nat (the natural numbers), binary trees and so on are of type Set. 
Then given a predicate P of type nat -+ Prop and a function f of type ‘dx:nat. (P x) + 
nat, the corresponding extracted finction fe is of type nat + nat; moreover if n is a 
nat such that Px, that is, if we have a proof p of type Px, fex and fxp denote the 
same value. 
2.2. The calculus of inductive constructions 
For theoretical and practical reasons, the Calculus of Constructions has been extended 
to inductive types. The user can give his own inductive dejinitions in a secure way. 
The simpler ones correspond to concrete data types of ML. For example, the definition 
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of nat is 
Inductive nat : Set := 
0 : nat 1 S : nat + nat. 
The binary trees we use in this paper are defined by: 
Inductive tree : Set := 
leaf : nat -+ tree 1 node : tree -+ tree + tree. 
Predicates and n-ary relations can also be inductively defined a la Prolog, for instance: 
Inductive even : nat + Prop := 
ev0 : (even 0) ) evSS : V’n:nat. (even n) + (even (S (S n)). 
It is then possible to define the type of even numbers as 
Inductive even-nat : Set := 
en-intro : &z:nat. (even n) + even-nat. 
The type {x:A 1 (P x)} introduced above is in fact a general purpose inductive type. 
A type like even-nat can also be defined by {n:nat 1 (even n)}. 
Each inductively defined type is automatically equipped with a general elimination 
principle enabling inductive reasoning and the definition of primitive recursive func- 
tions. Further information on inductive definitions and their use in Coq can be found 
in [5,18,19]. 
The calculus of inductive constructions is supported by a proof assistant named 
Coq [6]. In Coq, proofs/functions can be developed in an incremental way using com- 
mands that transform the proof tree. 
3. Continuations and exceptions 
This section presents basic tools for developing proofs/programs in continuation pass- 
ing style (CPS). Exceptions are introduced only in 3.3. 
3.1. Typing CPS functions 
Let us take a second look at the function discussed in 1.3. Cast&an proposed to 
prove 
Vt’,t:tree. ((RESU t’) -+ (RESU t)) + (RESU t). (1) 
by induction on t’. (RESU t’) + (RESU t) is the specification (or the type) of a 
continuation k, to be applied an object r of type (RESU t’) in order to get the final 
result. When Y is known, ik. kr is a solution to (1). If a zero leaf is found during the 
search, we immediately have the solution ilk. (0, p) where p is a proof that the product 
is zero. 
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Now given a solution mult-cps of (1) and a tree t, we get an object of type 
(RESU t) by an application of mult-cps to t, t and the identity function. We call 
(mult-cps t t 2r.r) the main call to mult_cps. 
If no exception is raised, a careful inspection of the proofs shows that direct style 
construction and CPS construction are very similar. The search for an object of type 
(RESU t), by induction on t, corresponds in CPS to the search for an object of type 
((RESU t’) -+ (RESU t)) -+ (RESU t), by induction on t’. 
In the CPS proof (RESU t) plays actually no special role, except at one place, 
corrresponding to the main call. Hence (RESU t) could as well be replaced by an 
arbitrary type X. 
Let us also rename the bound variable t’ as t. We replace (1) by 
Vt:tree. ((RESU t) + X) + X (2) 
A proof of Vt:tree. (RESU t) in direct style is then replaced by a proof of (2) in 
CPS. More generally, in CPS we always suppose that the function f we construct is 
directly or indirectly called by some “main function” M. If X is the type of the result 
of M and Vxi:Bi. . .VxE:B,. A is the type of f in direct style, the latter type becomes 
‘VX, :B, . . . . Vx,,:B,. (A + X) + X in continuation passing style. A -+ X is the type of 
the normal continuation. 
Now there is no good reason to consider that the meaning of f should be tied to 
M, since the same f could be used in completely different environments. Therefore, 
we state that the result of f should be usable for any value of X. The type A is then 
replaced by VX:Set. (A -+ X) + X in CPS. For instance in the case of example 0 we 
prove 
Vt:tree. VX:Set. ((RESU t) + X) 4 X (3) 
by induction on t. Given a proof f of (3), we get M of type Vt:tree. (RESU t) by 
taking (RESU t) for X and the identity for the normal continuation: 
M = At:tree. (f t (RESU t) lbrCRESU ‘). r). 
3.2. Hiding continuations 
Let us define the family of types (M A). 
Definition. M := M:Set. VXSet. (A -+X) 4X. 
Summing up the construction of a program: after introduction of arguments, one has 
to prove, in direct style, some goal A whereas in continuation passing style, one has 
to prove (M A). In order to hide the structure of (M A), we make this family of types 
an abstract type. 
First, a value of type (M A) can be constructed from a value of type A: 
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Definition. M-unit : VA:Set. A --+ MA := 
M Set /laA AX Set. LkA+X. ka. . 
M-try is a path in the opposite direction. What matters is not its rather trivial definition, 
but the way its type is written. M-try is used in a “main program” for building an 
inhabitant of any type X given a CPS function whose result is of type M A and a 
continuation of type A + X. To put it another way, if, at some stage of a proof, the 
current goal is G, applying M-try yields two subgoals, MA and A + G. 
Definition. M-try : 
K4:Set. MA ---t VXSet. (A ---+ X) +X := 
3ASe’.;lfMA. f 
Suppose that, at direct style level, we want to apply some function of type A + A’ 
to an expression of type A in order to prove a goal of type A’. In CPS, these types 
become respectively A + MA’, h4A and MA’. Of course we cannot apply fA’MA’ 
to mMA but what we want is first to compute m, then to bind the result to $ and 
finally io compute j’a. The corresponding ML expression is: let a = m in f a. In CPS 
this means that m is applied to a continuation 2aA. f a.. ., where the dots represent the 
continuation for fa. This mechanism is encapsulated in M-bind. 
Definition. M-bind : 
‘dA,A’:Set. MA + (A + MA’) + MA’ := 
M,A’Set. AmMA. j,fA'MA'. AXSet. lbkA”X. (mX(laA. faxk)). 
3.3. Handling exceptions 
If an exception can be raised, we need an assumption on X, namely that X has a 
distinguished inhabitant e which will be the result of the main computation in the case 
where an exception is raised2 . For instance, in example 0, the value considered for X 
is roughly nat, and we take 0 for e. This leads us to consider X-t(A+X)-+X instead 
of (A-+X)+X. 
From the point of view of program correctness, we are interested in the implicit 
meaning of this exception: an exception is always raised for some reason, and if an 
exception has not been raised, this may also be meaningful. This is seen better in 
Example 1 in Fig. 1. In this example, we want to compute a boolean which is true if 
the sum of the leaves of a binary tree is greater than or equal to a given threshold m, 
and false otherwise. The given algorithm traverses the tree t from right to left, while 
accumulating in a the sum of the encountered leaves3 ; as soon as a exceeds m, we 
know that the answer is true; if no exception has been raised, the answer is false. 
2 In the case where an exception carries a value ranging over some domain D, we need to assign an 
inhabitant of X for each possible value of D. This is detailed in [15]. 
3 It is a variant of an algorithm given in [13]. 
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Function core-ow (m:nat; t:tree):nat = 
letrec comprec(t:tree; a:nat):nat = 
match t with 
leaf(n) -i (g a+n) 
I noWh,b) + 
let a2=(comprec t2 a) in let ai2=(comprec tt ~2) in ~12 
in (comprec t 0) 
where g (n:nat):nat = 
if n <m then n else raise threshold. 
Function F-overweight (m:nat; t:tree):bool = 
try let Y = (core-ow m t) in false 
with threshold + true. 
Fig. I. Example 1 
Notice that the result r is not compared with m-it is not even used at all. Here 
the fact that during a run an exception has not been raised is meaningful. In general, 
we want to say that the distinguished element of X is a correct result provided some 
condition is satisfied. Let P be the weakest condition for raising the exception. We 
give e the type P + X. In Example 0 (respectively Example l), e is intuitively a 
mnction mapping any proof of the fact that the product of the leaves is zero, to 0 
(respectively, that the weight of the tree is too large, to true). 
The structure of the result of M is now given by X, P and e. Of course, we 
generally cannot give a direct proof of P, but only some sufficient condition C and 
it remains to prove that C + P. For instance, in example 0, C means for a given 
leaf that the leaf is zero. In addition to the true continuation of type A + X, we 
then need a “logical continuation” of type C + P. We replace MA above by Mx CA, 
whose inhabitants are either values (more precisely computations) of type A or proofs 
of c: 
Definition. Mx := 
;LC Prop ]A Set 
VX:Set. VP:Prop. ‘de:P +X. (C + P) + (A + X) + X. 
To put it another way an inhabitant of Mx CA is either an object of type A or an excep- 
tion saying that C is satisfied. It is not very difficult to adapt the primitives given in 3.2 
(see Appendix A) and we obtain a new one, Mxraise of type ‘dC:Prop. VA:Set. C + 
Mx CA. The meaning of these primitives is given by their type: 
- Mx_try builds an object of type X from an inhabitant m of Mx CA, a normal contin- 
uation and an exceptional continuation e, i.e. a value of type X to be used when C 
is proved. Raising an exception during the computation of m means that e is used, 
i.e. that this exception is caught by Mx-try. 
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- There are two basic ways of producing an object of type Mx CA: using Mx_unit, 
if we get a normal object of type A and using Mxraise, if we get a proof that an 
exception can be raised. 
- Mx-bind plays the same role as M-bind, its definition propagates the justifications 
that an exception can be raised. 
At extraction time, the propagation of justifications that an exception can be raised is 
removed, only e remains. 
We sometimes use the infix notation C J A for Mx CA. Indeed, J can be consid- 
ered as an asymmetrical disjunction between a Prop and a Set. 
4. Three case studies 
4.1. Copying a tree without unnecessary copies 
Given a tree t, we want a similar tree t’, where the nodes satisfying some given 
property P have been modified. For some values of t, nothing has to be changed and 
we expect that the function returns the same result as the identity function. In such 
cases, the code produced by any reasonable compiler would just copy a pointer instead 
of the whole structure. In the general case, only some parts of the original tree have to 
be reconstructed: if p is a path from the root to a leaf and n is a node of p satisfying 
P, the subpath between the root and n must be reconstructed but the part of p between 
n and the leaf can be kept if n is the last node to be changed. This problem is typically 
encountered in theorem provers and some of them use the following trick in order to 
save space. 
For illustration purposes, it is enough to consider trees with only one branch. 
Inductive color : Set := blue : color 1 red : color 1 yellow : color. 
Inductive tree1 : Set := 
Leaf : nat + tree1 1 Ndl : color + tree 1 -+ tree1 . 
We just want to replace blue nodes by red ones. The following function specifies the 
desired value: 
Recursive definition. def-cop : tree1 + tree1 := 
(leaf n) * (leaf n) 
1 (Ndl blue t) + (Ndl red def_cop t) 
1 (Ndl red t) + (Ndl red def_cop t) 
I (Ndl yellow t) + (Ndl yellow def-cop t). 
The trick to be used in this situation is quite strange: on changing nodes exceptions are 
not raised but caught (see Fig. 2)! On the other hand, an exception is always raised at 
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letrec core-cop = function 
leaf(n) ---f raise nochange 
( Ndl(blue, ti) + try let q = core-cop ti in Ndl(red, 01) 
with nochange + Ndl(red, ti ) 
/ Ndl(red, ti) + Ndl(red, core-cop tr) 
1 Ndl(yellow, tl) + Ndl(yellow, core-cop tl). 
let eff-cop t = try core-cop t with nochange + t. 
Fig. 2. Example 2. 
a leaf. Note the recursive use of the try construct. Intuitively, if an exception reaches 
some node n, we know that no blue node could be below n in the original tree; we can 
then keep the original subtree. We would like to replace such an operational argument 
by a more convincing proof. 
4. I. 1. Development in Coq 
A correct by construction development of eff-cop turns out to be very simple in 
the framework described above. We have to prove that core-cop either returns an 
exception, if t = (def_cop t), or returns a tree t’ equal to (def-cop t)4. We then look 
for a constructive proof of: 
Vt:treel. (Mx t = (def-cop t) {t’:treel 1 t’ = (def-cop t)}). 
We proceed by induction on t. If t is (Leaf n) we get the subgoal 
(4) 
(Mx (Leafn) = (def_cop(Leafn)) 
{t’:treel 1 t’ = (def_cop(Leafn))}) (5) 
and we apply Mxraise; it remains to prove (Leafn) = (def_cop(Leafn)) which is 
trivial. 
In the inductive case, we are given a color c, a subtree tl and an assumption RI 
representing (core-cop ti ), of type (4) where t is replaced by tl . We proceed by cases 
on c. If c is blue, we get the goal 
(Mx (Ndl blue ti) = (Ndlred (defcop tl)) 
{t’:treel 1 t’ = (Ndl red (def_cop ti))}). (6) 
Following Fig. 2, we then try to compute R 1, while catching the exception possibly 
raised during this computation. That is, we use Mx-try with tr = (def_cop tl ) for C, 
{t’:treel 1 t’ = (defcop tr )} for A and the type given in (6) for X. This generates the 
two subgoals A + X and C -+ X. The former means that given ui, the value returned 
by RI in the “normal” case, we must find an inhabitant of (6). It is enough to apply 
Mxunit to (Ndl redt’), where t’ is the witness of 01. The latter subgoal means that we 
4 We mean: a tree I’ denoting the same value as (def-cop t) 
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must find an inhabitant of (6) when ti = (def_cop ti ). We just have to apply Mx-unit 
to (Ndl red ti ). 
If c is red, we compute the result for tl without catching the exception; that is, we 
use Mx_bind instead of Mx_try. The subgoal C + X is replaced by C + C’, that is, 
we have to justify the propagation of an exception. Here we have to prove: 
ti = (def-cop ti) + (Ndl red ti) = (Ndl red (def-cop ti)) (7) 
The case where c is yellow is similar. In this example proof obligations are always as 
simple as (7). 
The main function eff-cop is constructed by proving 
Vt:treel. {t’:treel 1 t’ = (def-cop t)}. (8) 
We just have to apply Mx+ry with (core_copt). In this case A = X, hence we provide 
the initial continuation jLc. x. 
Here is the program extracted by Coq: 
let ret core-cop = function 
Leaf n + Mxraise 
I Ndl(c,tl) + 
(match c with 
blue + Mx-try (core-cop ti) (fun vi + Mxunit Ndl(red,ui)) 
(Mx_unit Ndl(red,ti )) 
1 red + Mx-bind (core-cop ti) (fun ui + Mxunit Ndl(red,vi)) 
1 yellow + Mx-bind (core-cop ti) 
(fun vi + Mx-unit Ndl(yellow,vi))). 
let eff_cop t = Mx_try (core-cop t) (fun x -+ x) t. 
4.1.2. What has been achieved 
Of course, the algorithm extracted by Coq is not identical to the one given in Fig. 2. 
It is a translation of the latter into a purely functional sublanguage of ML or more 
precisely a function which behaves the same and which is proved equivalent to def-cop. 
Functions Mx+ry, Mx-raise... were not unfolded, in order to get a function almost as 
readable as Fig. 2. 
Did we develop a really less space-consuming version than def_cop? We have no 
direct way of expressing this in the specification. Anyway, if we look at the previous 
specification of core-cop, nothing prevents us from forgetting about exceptions. In fact, 
we could use the same strategy for blue as for the other colors and would then get just 
a sequential version of def-cop. At this point, it is then difficult to guarantee anything 
about the behaviour of eff_cop. 
However we can state a stronger specification for core-cop: 
Vt:treel. (Mx t = (def_cop t) {&reel 1 t’ = (def_cop t) A t’ # t}). (9) 
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Such a core-cop cannot return a new version of t, for it simply cannot return a tree 
if t = (def-cop t). In this case, core-cop may only return an exception. The natural 
choice for a calling function M like eff-cop is then to return the original t, in which 
case eff-cop behaves like the identity function as desired. Note that, a stupid choice 
for M is still possible, for instance eff-cop could explicitly return def_cop(t): 
let eff-cop t = try core-cop t with nochange + def_cop(t). 
But this means that an important piece of information is discarded. Linear types 
could prevent this but are beyond the scope of this paper. 
The proof of (9) follows the same lines as the proof of (4) and provides exactly 
the same extracted algorithm. Additional proof obligations boil down to Ndl(c, t) # 
Ndl(c’, t’) if c # c’ or t # t’. A Coq script is in Appendix B. 
4.2. Weighing a tree 
Example 1 is perhaps more representative of usual practice and illustrates ordinary 
programming techniques, such as the use of an accumulator and of a locally defined 
auxiliary function. 
First we state the specification of the main program where sum1 returns the sum of 
the leaves of a binary tree. 
Definition. P-overweight := Rm:nat. It:tree. (m < (sum1 t)). 
Definition. RESU := 
1m:nat. i,t:tree. {(P-overweight m t)}+{+P_overweight m t)}. 
{f'>+{Qld t eno es an enumerated type with two values; the first (resp. second) value 
can be built if P (resp. Q) is provable. When Q = -P, {P} + {Q} denotes the truth 
value of P. 
For the development of the algorithm, we need a more general form of P-overweight 
which takes an accumulator into account. 
Definition. P_overweightaccu := Am,a:nat. 2t:tree. (m < a + (sum1 t)). 
The result of core-ow is an exception if (sum1 t) exceeds m and (sum1 t) itself other- 
wise. We also want that if the function actually computes (sum1 t), then this value 
does not exceed m. The internal function comprec has a similar specification taking the 
accumulator into account, hence we introduce the type of a natural equal to a+(suml t) 
if this value is not greater or equal to m: 
Inductive condsum-accu [m,a:nat; t:tree] : Set := 
condsum-accu-intro : 
Vln:nat. (n = a + (sum1 t)) + T(m < n) + (condsum-accu m a t). 
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The specification of comprec is based on condsum-accu-cps: 
Definition condsum-accu-cps := 
im,a:nat. ;It:tree. (P_overweight_accu m a t) J (condsum_accu m a t). 
The specification of the result of core-ow is then (condsum-accucps m 0 t). 
The auxiliary function g(m,n) returns n, but only if n is not greater or equal to m. 
Otherwise, g raises an exception. The specification of (g m n) is then (le m n) J (T-aux 
m n) where T_aux is defined by: 
Local T_aux := Lm,n:nat. {n’:nat 1 n = n’ A -(m 2 n’)}. 
One proves the theorem: 
Theorem core_ow : Vm:nat. Vt:tree. (condsum_accu_cps m 0 t). 
Once m and t are pushed into the context, the first steps are to assume g of type 
Vn:nat. (le m n) J (T-aux m n) 
and comprec of type 
Va:nat. (condsum-accu-cps m a t). 
We get the result by a simple instantiation of comprec, and g is proved using Mx_unit 
and Mx-raise, depending on whether m 5 n or not. The development of comprec, by 
induction on t, is guided by Fig. 1 and uses only Mx_bind and Mx_unit. 
Finally, the function F-overweight is specified by Vm:nat. Vt:tree. (RESU m t) and is 
easily obtained using Mx-try and core-ow. In this process, X is instantiated to (RESU 
m t) and we prove (condsum-accu m 0 t) + (RFSU m t) and (P_overweight_accu m 
0 t) + (RESU m t) using, respectively, the witnesses false and true. 
4.3. First order un$cation 
Attempting to unify two terms T and U roughly consists of a double induction over 
T and U taking care of propagation of substitutions. The result is either a most general 
unifier, in case of success, or an answer “T and U are not unifiable”, i.e. a failure. 
The obvious choice for the type of the result is a sum like (mgu) + (failure). In his 
original development [20], J. Rouyer chose: 
Inductive Unification [tl, t2:quasiterml : Set := 
Unif-succeed: Vf:quasisubst. (unif tl tz)- 
further conditions for f to be an mgu 
+ (Unification tl t2) 
1 Unif-fail: Vf :quasisubst. l(Subst f tl )=(Subst f t2) 
--t (Unification tl t2). 
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In the original development, this type is also the type of the result of the function 
corresponding to the double induction, hence a failure is transmitted backwards step 
by step until the root. 
With the definitions given above, we can construct an algorithm that just tries to 
compute the mgu. As soon as an incompatibility is detected, e.g. between two constants, 
an exception is raised: this is the expected behaviour of a real implementation. 
We proceed from the original development as follows, in order to minimize modifi- 
cations. First we split the initial definition of Unification into two parts, Unifications 
of kind Set and Unification-f of kind Prop: 
Inductive Unifications [ti, t2:quasitemrl : Set := 
Unif-succeed_def: V’f:quasisubst. (unif tr t2) + 
further conditions for f to be an mgu 
+ (Unifications tl t2). 
Inductive Unification-f [tl, t2:quasiterml : Prop := 
Unif_fail_def V’f :quasisubst. T(Subst f tl )=(Subst f t2)) 
---f (Unification-f tl t2). 
From Unification-s and Unification-f we inductively define Unification-or-fail which is 
equivalent to the original definition of Unification (using two obvious clauses). 
Unification is redefined using Mx, Unif_succeed and Unif-fail are redefined using 
respectively Mx_unit and Mx-raise. 
Definition Unification := 
AtI, t2:quasiterm. (Unification-f tl t2) J (Unification-s tr t2). 
The only problem is with Unification-ret, a function implicitly provided with the in- 
ductive definition of Unification for inductive reasoning. Here, we define Unif-elim 
with Mx_bind and the abbreviation Unifelim H for Apply Unif_elim with 3:=H. Elim 
H can then be replaced by Unifelim H when H has type (Unification t u) and when 
the current subgoal has type (Unification t’ u’)-this happens to be always the case. 
Finally we adapt the script of the original development. It turns out that very few 
modifications are required, and that they are systematic. They split into two classes. 
(i) Replacing Elim H when the type of H is (Unification t u), as described above. 
(ii) Sometimes the current subgoal becomes (Unification-f t u) instead of (Unification 
t u). It is then necessary to replace Unif_fail by Unif-failldef. Similarly the type 
of the result of two lemmas must be changed to (Unification-f t u). 
There are 7 modifications of the first kind and 3+2 of the second kind. About 100 
lines have been added for the new definitions of Unification, Unif-succeed, Unif_fail and 
Unif_elim. The original development takes about 2.800 lines. This can be compared 
to the modifications needed for the same transformation if the algorithm had been 
expressed in a usual programming language: each statement returning the value failure 
would be systematically replaced by a statement raising an exception. 
To sum up, no complexity is added if we compare with the direct style development. 
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5. On the use of impredicativity 
Let us conclude with some remarks on the types of our constructs and relate them 
with our previous work [15]. Recall that C J A is a Set defined by 
C ,,/ A = VX:Set. VP:Prop. Ve:P + X. (C-P) + (A -+X) + X. (10) 
We see that X is quantified over objects including C J A itself. Such a definition is 
said to be impredicative. Another example given in Section 2.1 is the type of iterators. 
Impredicative type systems are very powerful. It is possible in system F [9] to define 
many data structures such as polymorphic lists, binary trees, and other mathematical 
objects like infinitely branching trees, streams and ordinal numbers. It is also possible, 
using only (higher order) primitive recursion, to define many more functions than in 
simple type systems. 
But impredicative definitions are potentially dangerous because they involve a kind of 
circularity. It is then an important and non trivial matter to ensure that an impredicative 
type system remains consistent, i.e. that it does not leave room for a logical paradox 
such as Russell’s paradox. This is shown in [9] for system F and in [4] for the calculus 
of constructions. 
The use of impredicativity seems to be new in the study of control operators. The 
primary reason for introducing it is that it provides a very general form of polymor- 
phism. Our original motivation was to allow a piece of code to be reused in any 
context. But do we really need the whole power of impredicativity? That is, do we 
sometimes take for X a type like C J A? Yes. It was the case in the recursive use of 
try in example 2. It just means that core-cop itself plays the role of M. 
In [15] impredicativity is already mentioned but an example like core-cop could not 
be developed in this framework. Instead of Mx, that paper uses Nx defined by: 
Definition Nx := 
ix Set. l,P Prop. /ZeP’X lCproP. M Set. . i (C-+P)+(A-+X)+X. 
There we manage to share X, P and e during the development of a function by fixing 
them and state: 
CJA=(NxXPe). (11) 
Nx has then an advantage over Mx in cases such as Example 1: e is not passed as 
argument of the recursive function comprec. 
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Appendix A. A Abstract type for exceptions 
Definition Mx := 
] C Prop jJ Set. 
VX :Set. VP:Prop. Ye: P+X. (C+P)+(A+X)+X. 
Definition Mx_unit : 
kfC:Prop. VA:Set. A+Mx CA := 
)CPIOP j~S~et j&,jXSet. jpP'oP~j_eP*X.~iC*P jkA'X ka, . i . i 
Definition Mxl-aise : 
VC:Prop. VA:Set. C-+MxCA := 
2.C Prop. M Set. ix’. IX Set. 3,PproP. jLeP’X. ILic’p. j,kA’X. e(ic). 
Definition Mx-try : 
VC:Prop. VA:Set. Mx CA+VX:Set. (A+X)-t(C-+X)+X := 
j&C Prop. LA Set. imMx cA. IX Set. %kA’X. 2ecjx. (mXCe (RpC. p) k). 
Definition Mx-bind : 
VA, A’:Set. VC, C’:Prop. 
Mx CA-t(A+Mx C’A’)+(C+C’)+Mx C’A’ := 
M Set. j~‘Set. j.C Prop. ~ClP10p. ~mMx CA. RfA--tMX CIA’. /liC’C’. 
jXS"t, jpP"p ~eP'X.j~iC"P jkA"X i . .I 
(mXPe (EL’. i&)) (i&a*. faXPeik)). 
Appendix B. Constructive Proof of core-cop 
Theorem strong-core : 
V’t:treel. (Mx t=(def_cop t) {t’:treel. 1 t’=(def_cop t)&~(t = t’)}). 
Induction t . 
Intros n; Apply Mx-raise; Trivial. 
Intros c tl Rl; Case c; Simpl. 
Apply Mx-try with l:= Rl. (* c = blue *) 
(* Success of the try *) 
Intro ul ; Apply Mx_unit. 
Elim VI; Intros t’ eg di; Exists (Ndl red t’); 
[Elim eg; Trivial ( Simplify_eq]. 
(* Failure of the try *) 
Intro eg; Apply Mx-unit; Exists (Ndl red tl); 
[Elim eg; Trivial 1 Simplify_eq]. 
Apply Mx-bind with l:= Rl. (* c = red *) 
(* Succes of the computation *) 
Intro VI ; Simpl; Apply Mx-unit; 
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Elim 01; Intros t’ eg di; Exists (Ndl red t’); 
[Elim eg; Trivial 1 Simplify_eq; Assumption]. 
(* Justification for the propagation of the exception *) 
Intro eg; Simpl; Elim eg; Trivial. 
Apply Mx-bind with l:= Rl. (* c = yellow *) 
Intro ul; Simpl; Apply Mx-unit; 
Elim 01; Intros t’ eg di; Exists (Ndl yellow t’); 
[Elim eg; Trivial 1 Simplify_eq; Assumption]. 
Intro eg; Simpl; Elim eg; Trivial. 
Qed. 
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